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There are a contemporary and powerful center of humanitarian education and law in
Luhansk region. Created in 1992, it rapidly became a leading institution that trains specialists of law
and humanitarian siences in Luhansk region.
The structure of the faculty include: The Department ofLaw, The Departmentof
Constitutional Law, The Department of Economic Law, The Department of the World history and
the History of Ukraine, The Departmentof Philosophy, The Departmentof culture and philosophy of
culture.
There is a branchoffice of The General Directorate of the National Police of Ukraine in
Luhansk region at the Faculty.
This year, a new specialization "The European law" was implemented as a part of
educational programs of preparation of bachelors and masters of law. In the framework of the
master's program of The History and archeology the educational and scientific program "History"
was actually created from scratch.
The teaching staff of the University consists of the leading scientists and practitioners, who
excellent

command

of

effective

pedagogical

techniques,

innovative

technology of

e-

learning.Therefore, the principle of academic mobility are actively implemented, students and staffs
gets training in leading professional institutions and foreign universities. Currently, on the faculty are
45 teachers, 90% of them have a scientific degree and academic rank, 9 faculty members are doctors,
professors.
The faculty of Lawactively develops and tries to save ownacademics traditions and common
human values. We aim to keep atmosphere of trust and to assist an effective collaboration and
development of young specialists, historians, philosophers and record managers.

Our ontacts:
Responsible person for working with applicants – phd Galina Tatarenko (+38050158-92- 73, gosik1@yandex.ua) .
Faculty office: phone +38096-139-84-03; +38095-052-49-68,
E-mail:Pravoved@snu.edu.ua andinfo@pravo-snu.lg.ua
Adress:V. Dahl EUNU
59-а, pr. Central, ap.316
Sievierodonetsk, 93406, Ukraine
Call-center of the University admission:+380(6452)2-89-90, +38095-008-60-89,
+38098-289-84-99, +38093-834-25-43
E-mails: vstup@snu.edu.ua, call.snu.edu@gmail.com

